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Covidian Madness Infects Alberta’s Criminal Justice System. The Truckers Movement and the
Case of the “Coutts Four”

By Prof. Anthony J. Hall, August 07, 2023

The  Coutts  fiasco  is  emblematic  of  the  political  capture  of  Canada’s  now  mostly-
dysfunctional criminal justice system. The latest “pre-trial” phase of this major scandal-in-
the-making, unfolded in late July in a Lethbridge Alberta courthouse. In that courthouse a
process is sporadically underway based on the government’s accusation that four men at
the Coutts protest conspired to murder members of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.

“Unidentified Aerial  Phenomena”(UAP):  What’s Up with All  the Elites’  Alien Talk? Let’s Talk
Motive

By Ben Bartee, August 07, 2023

I recently wrote a report for PJ Media speculating on the true motivations behind the elite
media  and  Swamp  creatures’  recent  preoccupation  with  so-called  “unidentified  aerial
phenomena” or UAP (a government/media rebrand for whatever stupid reason away from
UFO)–  as  if  unidentified  objects  in  the  sky  and  secretive  military  installations  with  zero
transparency  are  some  new  development.

How to Solve the Boundless Problem of Violence?

By Dr. Rudolf Hänsel, August 07, 2023

The following lines – regardless of the problem of violence – are meant to encourage and tie
in with Albert Camus and his passion to revolt against injustice. Camus’ justice dared to
engage in the necessary struggle with the unjust world – here on earth and not only in
heaven. His great love for the world and for humanity outshone the bleak depictions in his
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dramas, novels and philosophical essays.

Indicting a President Is a New Development in America’s Decline: How It Happened

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, August 07, 2023

As I wrote in 2016, Trump had no knowledge of Washington. He threw down the gauntlet to
the ruling powers, but had no idea who to appoint, who would support his challenge and was
quickly staffed up with his establishment enemies.

Latin America and West Africa – Patterns of Neocolonialism

By Stephen Sefton, August 07, 2023

The patterns of neocolonial intervention in the majority world by the United States and its
allies since their victories over Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan in 1945 are very clear.
Almost immediately the Western countries started a cycle of bloody aggression against
peoples resisting colonialism, followed later by the dependence of most African and Asian
countries on the ruthless Western economic system.

History: The Making of Modern Russia from Ivan the Great (1462) to Alexander I (1815)

By Dr. Vladislav B. Sotirović, August 07, 2023

In 1462 the crucial aspect of Russian participation in international relations was, in fact, zero
as the state was almost in absolute isolation from the rest of the world. In other words,

Moscovy Russia was in the mid-15th century isolated from almost all contact with the outside
communities simply by the hostility of its direct neighbors.

American Public Rejects Continuous US Funding of Ukraine

By Peter Koenig and Press TV, August 07, 2023

Most Americans oppose Congress authorizing additional funding to support Ukraine in its
war with Russia, according to a new CNN poll conducted by SSRS, as the public splits over
whether the US has already done enough to assist Ukraine.
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Fire! Fire! Fire! … But Wait a Moment…

By Julian Rose, August 07, 2023

The would be masters of totalitarian control have turned-up the heat in a calculated push to
make  sure  responsibility  for  the  bush  and  forest  fires  that  have  broken-out  in  the
Mediterranean  during  the  recent  heatwave,  are  squarely  blamed  on  ‘global  warming’.   

Died Suddenly on Vacation: Collapsing on the Beach. COVID Vaccinated While on Holidays

By Dr. William Makis, August 07, 2023

29 year old Elisabetta Caon, who just completed her PhD at University College London in
biotechnology, was on holiday in Greece with her partner, when she collapsed on the beach,
could not be revived and died of sudden cardiac arrest (click here).

U.S. Government on “Wrong Side” of Ukraine War. Who Started the War?

By Eric Zuesse, August 07, 2023

Ukraine’s war started in February 2014, not in 2022. As NATO’s Secretary General Jens
Stoltenberg said on 9 May 2023, “The war started in 2014.” He even was explicit that “You
have to remember that the war didn’t start in 2022” (which was when Russia responded on
24 February 2022 by invading Ukraine).
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